STAGE 3 Behind Closed Doors
Last Updated: 28/01/2021

(During Covid-19 Pandemic)
The Rec Operations Policy

OVERVIEW

THIS IS A REDACTED VERSION FOR WEBSITE PUBLICATION
Additional security information is available in
the full version which is a RESTRICTED document.

OVERVIEW
Clubs must produce a Stage 3 risk assessment and mitigation plan that covers all aspects in
relation to hosting matches. These must address all of the mandatory elements for Stage 3
activity outlined in the PGB Minimum Operating Standards Stage 3 document. In line with this,
Bath Rugby have produced:
• The Rec - Venue Operations Policy (this document)
• COVID-19 Operations Manual Supporting Document
(to ensure BR’s Operations Manual remains compliant during Covid-19)
• Stage 3 Risk Assessment
Compliance with this guidance is not discretionary and any deviation from it must be approved
by the COVID-19 Manager (Alex Cohen) or the COVID-19 Venue Operations Officer (Zoe Tyler).
We retain the same guiding principle as Stages 1 and 2:

To maximise the safety of everyone required on site, their immediate
families and those with whom they come into contact.

KEY INDIVIDUALS
COVID-19 Strategic Lead and Matchday Safety Officer – Alex Cohen
Overall responsibility for safety on site, including COVID-19 issues. (Reserve is Zoe Tyler).

COVID-19 Manager – Sophie Bennett
Responsible for oversight of the COVID-19 risk assessments, ensuring the necessary level of risk mitigation are in place and the
minimum operating standards are achieved. (Reserve is Alex Cohen).

COVID-19 Venue Operations Officer - Zoe Tyler
Responsible for the Club’s COVID-19 venue specific risk assessment and mitigation plan and the planning and delivery of the
club’s COVID-19 Venue Operations Policy. Main POC - Contact Number 07387 022424. (Reserve is Alex Cohen).

COVID-19 Medical Lead – Dr Guy Evans
Responsible for ensuring that the medical elements of the PGB Minimum Operating Standards Stage 3 are met and that any
suspected or confirmed COVID-19 cases are managed in terms of testing and isolation protocols. (Reserve is Byron Field)

COVID-19 On-site Medic – Byron Field
Responsible for on-site management for any COVID-19 case management (in the absence of the Lead Medic), liaison on any
Medical or COVID-19 operational matters with COVID-19 Manager and Covid-19 Medical Lead and wider Medical Team. (Reserve
is Helen Shand)
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SECTION ONE:
STADIUM ZONING

STADIUM ZONING - Overview
The Rec will be divided into three distinct zones:

Red Zone
The area in which heightened bio-security measures are applied where access is
restricted to Essential Staff and Players.

Changing Rooms
Medical Rooms
Pitch
Tunnel
Coaches’ Viewing

Amber Zone
All interior areas within The Rec that are not included in the Red Zone.

Media (inside The Rec)
Pitchside Presentation Positions
Open Concourses
Control Room
Directors’ Area

Green Zone
The Rec exterior and its immediate vicinity (including the OB Compound and parking
facilities).

OB compound
Car Parks

ZONE MAP
Red and Amber zones must be
entered via Assessment Points
(AP). All other entrances will be
locked.

AP

MOVEMENT AROUND THE REC

Designated Red Routes will be marked to
allow movement between areas within the
Red Zone.
Toilets

Designated Amber Routes will be marked to
allow movement between areas within the
Amber Zone.

This prevents any crossovers between the
Red and Amber Zones.

Any areas within The Rec not designated as
Red or Amber will be closed/barriered off.

STADIUM ZONING – Red Zone

The Red Zone comprises of:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Changing Rooms – players,
medical staff and match officials
Medical Rooms
Doping Control Room
Match Officials Facilities
Tunnel Area
Field of Play
Subs Bench
Technical Zone Area
Coaches’ Areas

The Red Zone will be activated 3.5
hours before KO. Any non-authorised
personnel MUST have vacated the
Red Zone by this time.

STADIUM ZONING – Red Zone Assessment Point
The only entry into the Red Zone is via the Red Zone
Assessment Point which will be located next to the
Presidents Lounge. A one-way system will be in place.

Red Zone
Assessment
Point

This Assessment Point is designed to:
• Prevent unauthorised access to the Red Zone
• Screen authorised personnel before every entry to
the Red Zone.

The Assessment Point will comprise of an open-ended
gazebo with a socially distanced queuing system in
place. Instructions will be displayed to ensure the
process is as efficient as possible.

You can only enter the Red Zone via the Red Zone Assessment Point

STADIUM ZONING – Red Zone Assessment Point
The Red Zone Assessment Point will be staffed by Sarah Penman (Bath Rugby) and Andy Haynes (RS Security).
Each Club’s Medical Officer is responsible for overseeing their team’s entry (as well as any essential staff who
have travelled on the team coach) at the Assessment Point.
At the Red Zone Assessment Point everyone must:
✓ Be pre-recorded on the Matchday Accreditation List for arrival at the Red Zone
✓ Be recorded as having received a negative PRL Randox COVID-19 test within the statutory time period
(except in pre-arranged circumstances – see Slide 14)
✓ Confirm they have completed their Health Declaration with a satisfactory outcome and that they have
had no symptoms or change in temperature since
✓ Submit to and pass an individual temperature check which must not be 37.8°c or above
Personnel who have answered the above satisfactorily will be granted access to the Red Zone and given a red
zone accreditation. This will be recorded against the Matchday Register with the time of the individual’s entry
recorded for the purpose of Track and Trace.

STADIUM ZONING – Failed Red Zone Assessment
If an individual’s temperature is recorded as 37.8°c or above:
• The individual will be directed to return to their car or an alternative isolated and well-ventilated area.
• After 15 minutes the individual will be temperature tested again.
• If the result is still 37.8°c or above, the individual will not be admitted to The Rec. Assessment staff will
immediately inform the COVID-19 Venue Operations Officer and the individual must return home.

STADIUM ZONING – Red Zone Without Testing Protocols
The Red Zone at The Rec is an extension of bio-secure areas established at Farleigh, Bath’s training ground.
Most of the personnel who will be present in the Red Zone are therefore already part of comprehensive
Testing Protocols.
Personnel who are not part of the Testing Protocols but require access to the Red Zone MUST be pre-identified on the
Matchday Accreditation List. This will be restricted to ESSENTIAL access only. Those who are approved to enter (by the COVID19 Venue Operations Officer) must:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Enter via the Red Zone Assessment Point
Complete and satisfy the screening requirements including a temperature check
Wear a cloth mask covering the nose and mouth at all times
Maintain social distance from any other person in the Red Zone
Not remain in the Red Zone beyond the necessary period
Disinfectant wipes should be used on all surfaces before and after each use

Personnel needing unanticipated or emergency access (excepting a medical emergency) MUST first obtain approval from the
COVID-19 Venue Operations Officer.

Requested access which is deemed non-essential by the COVID-19
Venue Operations Officer will not be permitted.

STADIUM ZONING – Amber Zone

The Amber Zone comprises of any
area within The Rec Boundary that
is not included in the Red Zone.
This includes:
• Control Room
• Behind the East Stand
• South Stand GA
• West Stand Concourse
• West Stand Media Area (newly
identified locations)
• TV gantry
• In-Stand Camera positions

STADIUM ZONING – Amber Zone Assessment Point
The only entry into the Amber Zone is via the Amber Zone Assessment Point which
will be located just inside the Sports Centre Gate. A one-way system will be in place.
All individuals entering the Amber Zone must:
✓ Be pre-recorded on the Matchday Accreditation List for arrival at the Amber
Zone
✓ Confirm they have completed their Health Declaration with a satisfactory
outcome and that they have had no symptoms or change in temperature since
✓ Submit to and pass a temperature check which must not be 37.8°c or above
✓ Wear a cloth mask covering the nose and mouth at all times.
Assessment staff must contact the COVID-19 Venue Operations Officer if an
Essential Role is not permitted entry and their nominated deputy is required.

Anyone who fails the temperature check or
health declaration will not be permitted entry.

Amber Zone
Assessment
Point

SECTION THREE:
RUGBY

PGB USER GROUPS & CLEARED INDIVIDUALS (RUGBY)

FACILITIES – CHANGING ROOMS
(Until after half time)
Social distancing must be adhered to at all times in the Players and Match
Officials Changing Rooms. As a result the following locations will be used:
BATH CHANGING ROOM LOCATION: Bath will be using BOTH the Home and
Away Changing Rooms pre-match and at half time.
AWAY CHANGING ROOM LOCATION: The Away team will be using the
Clubhouse as Changing Rooms pre-match and at half time.
MATCH OFFICIALS’ LOCATION: Match Officials will be using the Presidents
Lounge pre-match and at half time.
The Pre-Match Kit Check will take place on the FOP (socially distanced) 60
minutes prior to KO for Bath and 55 minutes prior to KO for the Away Team.
The Pre-Match Briefing and coin toss will take place on the FOP (socially
distanced) 50 minutes prior to KO. Players and Match Officials are also
encouraged to undertake recovery sessions outdoors.

FACILITIES – CHANGING ROOMS
(Post Match – Use of Showers)
Showers are permitted post-match WITH social distancing maintained
at all times.

Entry to the Changing Rooms for showering POST-MATCH therefore
must be staggered with available use for both Bath and the Away team
(however it is anticipated that the majority of Bath players may choose
to shower at home). In the event of poor weather the Premier Lounge
will be used as a shower waiting area for Bath Players.
The AWAY Changing Room will be cleared of Bath’s belongings during
the second half using a crate and gloves.
Cleaning materials and hand sanitiser will be provided.

FACILITIES – PLAYERS’ TUNNEL
To ensure adherence to social distancing in the
tunnel the visiting team will walk first, followed by
the home team and finally match officials.
• Players will not be held in a confined tunnel or
assembly area

*Image of tunnel

• Congregating in the tunnel will not be permitted

• The area around the tunnel will be kept clear at
all times

Social distancing measures must be adhered
to within the tunnel area.

FACILITIES – SUBS BENCHES/TECHNICAL AREA
Social distancing must be maintained at all times on the substitution benches and technical area.
Additional seating in the front row of the West Stand will therefore be allocated for subs.
The substitution benches and coaches’ boxes will be disinfected the morning of the match.

Additional Away
Subs Seating

Additional Home
Subs Seating

Amber for Camera 3

Technical Zone

FACILITIES – COACHES
Social distancing must be maintained at all times in the coaches locations. We have therefore moved some
of the coaches and media positions to clearly segregate between Red and Amber Zones. Coaches must
remain in the Red Zone at all times. The Coaches Box is restricted to 5 people socially distanced.

FACILITIES – ANTI-DOPING

The designated anti-doping
facility must be within the Red
Zone. The Premier Lounge with
its associated toilets will
therefore be used.
Access for players will be via the
Clubhouse office steps.

TEAM KIT

Kit Persons may prepare the dressing
rooms at a time agreed with the Venue
Operations Officer.
Prior to use on matchday, all team
training equipment (including balls)
which will be brought into The Rec must
be cleaned and sanitised, in accordance
with Stage 2 cleaning guidance.

MATCH BALLS & KICKING TEES
Teams will warm up using their own competition branded Gilbert match balls.
Match balls will be provided by the Home Club, with 10 balls in rotation in the following locations:
• One ball in play

• Three on the far side of the field
• Three on the side near the team benches
• Three in the spare ball buckets * (these buckets will be thoroughly cleaned and disinfected prior to each
match)

The ball shall be cleaned and dried at every stoppage where this is possible without delaying the match. When
the ball goes out of play it must be retained and cleaned by a ball-person and a new ball used for the restart. All
match balls must also be cleaned before the start of the game, at half time and after the final whistle.
Kicking tees are to be managed by technical zone permitted personnel at all times. Those managing the kickingtees will need to wear gloves and clean the kicking tee after each use. A cleaning solution will be provided for
each team for this purpose.

OTHER EQUIPMENT
Players and match officials must use their own clearly marked individual water bottles.
Players must not share personal equipment at any time.
Team essential staff should clean their hands (wipes or sanitiser) during the match before and
after coming into contact with a player.

The substitution process shall apply as set out in the competition regulations, however:
• The team manager shall be responsible for verbally confirming to the fourth official the
number of the player to be substituted and the replacement player.
• The team manager will place the substitution card on the officials table (located by the fourth
and fifth official pitchside).
• Players shall be discouraged from touching the substitution card wherever possible.

FACE COVERINGS, CELEBRATIONS, HUDDLES & TUNNELS
Face coverings must be worn properly at all times by water carriers and coaches.
All players in the stands must also wear a face covering, unless they are physically warming up.
Players must continue to maintain social distancing in line with government guidelines between themselves
where reasonably practical to do so.
• High 5’s, hugs, kissing and handshakes are strictly forbidden - extended arm fist bumps are permitted.
• Spitting is strictly forbidden anywhere within The Rec.
• No celebrations are permitted that involve being within 2 metres of another player.
• Huddles must follow the 2 metre rule. The broadcaster must not broadcast audio of the discussions that
would usually take place in a huddle.
• Player tunnels should be 5 metres apart with applause only
• No conversations should take place with individuals closer than 2 metres apart

OFFICIATING
The referee communications engineer must access the Red Zone via
the Red Assessment Point.
Following the completion of the match, match officials must remain on
the field to be removed of their referee communications equipment
on-field and given to the Referee Communications Engineer.
The Referee Communications Engineer is responsible for ensuring the
appropriate sanitisation of the communications equipment prior to
and following its use.
The Timekeeper and TMO will operate from the Amber Zone and
therefore are not required to be COVID-19 tested.
Allocated Time
Keeper seat in Amber
Area of West Stand

CATERING
All non-essential activities, including catering,
will be limited.

Post-match catering will be provided for Players
and Match Officials. Food will be prepared in
accordance with government guidelines and will
be individually pre-packaged meals to be
consumed with disposable utensils.
Catering for both home and away must be
collected from underneath the North Stand
(outside the Changing Rooms) on the route out.

MEDICAL
On Match Day – Strapping and pre-game preparation will be completed in the Medical Room within the
Changing Rooms. Weather permitting, this may be moved into an outdoor space immediately outside the
Changing Room to allow improved ventilation – this will be communicated direct to players ahead of time.
A sign-in sheet will be available on the day for strapping and any treatment must be via pre-arranged
appointment with Byron Field. All Medical staff within the Changing Room will be in L2 PPE (gloves, mask,
apron, protective eyewear).
Medical treatment is divided into two areas depending on whether the interaction involves an Aerosol
Generating Procedure (an AGP).
Area 1 – The Medical Room (existing team medical room) – Non AGP – normal assessment or examination of
players (no suspicion of COVID-19);
Area 2 – The Officials’ Changing Area - Any AGP (airway manoeuvre) or suspected COVID-19 Patient.
When pitch-side during the match, the Immediate Care Doctor and a Paramedic will be in L3 PPE, The Team
Doctor and Team Medics will be in L2 PPE. All others assisting will be in L1 PPE.

MEDICAL

MPVR
(Seat A148)

Hawk- Eye
(Seat A141)

Matchday
Doctor
(Seat A144)

ISOLATION ROOM

The Riverview Suite will be the
designated isolation room for any
individual who develops symptoms
of COVID-19 whilst at The Rec on
matchday. This process would be
overseen by Byron Field (COVID-19
Medical Lead). The location of the
Riverview Suite makes it accessible
for an individual in either the Red or
Amber Zone.
Isolation Room

NON-RUGBY MEDICAL INCIDENT

The normal Spectators’ Medical Room will be
used for any non-rugby medical incident. This
sits within the Red Zone so access must be
under instruction only via Event Control.
A fully crewed ambulance and paramedic will
be on site to assist with an on-pitch or offpitch medical incident.

SECTION FOUR:
BROADCAST & MEDIA

BROADCAST LOCATIONS
OB Compound – Green Zone. Cable rigging to be completed the
day prior to matchday.
Media entering the Amber Zone (as pre identified on the
Matchday Accreditation List) must enter via the Amber
Assessment Zone where they must have completed a health
declaration and temp check before being given an amber
accreditation.

CC

CC

The four corner cameras will be positioned as shown by CC.
These are in the Amber Zone (stands). All camera equipment
must be sanitised once installed.

Amber routes will be in place to access all required media areas.

CC

CC

Amber Zone toilets will be open in the West Stand and South
Stand concourse.
Coaches and media seating will be segregated (see Slide 49).

CC

Corner Camera

Pre-approved access only to the Red Zone

BROADCAST LOCATIONS

Box 28 will be used for Presentation Position

Pre and Post Match Interview Position –
media stood in Amber Zone (marked by a
barrier) and player in red zone on pitch. A
distance of 2m must be maintained at all
times between the interviewer and
player/staff. Sanitised microphone stand or
boom pole to be used. Backdrop stored
safely pitch side.
Toilets

No access to Changing Rooms or tunnel for
any reason from 3.5 hours prior to KO. Derig in the Red Zone can only commence
once approved by the Venue Operations
Officer. No cables are to be run through
tunnel unless pre agreed and cables must
be sanitised.

Camera 3 positioned in
West Stand in Amber Zone
instead of pitchside.

WEST STAND LOCATIONS
Social distancing must be maintained at all times in the media locations. We have therefore moved some of the
coaches and media positions to clearly segregate between Red and Amber Zones. Media must remain in the Amber
Zone at all times. Media personnel should not leave their seat once in place unless strictly necessary.

MEDIA
Photographers are not permitted pitchside so must be
based in the Amber Zones of the Stands at least 2 metres
behind the advertising boards.
Radio broadcasters can access The Rec from 3.5 hours
before KO and written media 90 minutes before KO.
The post-match press conference will take place in
Ringside 1, with media positioned in the Amber Zone and
players/rugby staff in the Red Zone (pitchside).

Post Match Zoom Location
(Ringside 1)

SECTION FIVE:
OTHER USER GROUPS

BALL TEAM
Four ball team will be positioned on the pitch on each side
of the field. These are within the Red Zone so will be
undertaken by non-playing reserves. Ball team will be
responsible for the cleaning of match balls.
Four to eight ball retrievers will be positioned in each
stand. These are within the Amber Zone and will be
undertaken by Club Staff. All amber ball retrievers will
need personal issue hand sanitiser which must be used
after each touch of a ball.

All ball team will receive a pre match briefing.

GROUND STAFF
Ground staff will prepare the FOP in readiness for play
no later than 3 and a half hours before KO. Following
this cut off time ground staff are not permitted to
enter the FOP unless specifically agree with the Venue
Operations Officer.
At no time during the preparations shall any member
of the ground staff enter the tunnel or changing room
area.
In case of unforeseen matter on the FOP (Red Zone)
that has to be addressed by a qualified member of the
Ground Staff, Bretton King (Grounds Manager) may
access the Red Zone via the Assessment Point.
Ground staff will also be permitted access to the FOP
at half time when the players are off the FOP as risk
assessed by Bath Rugby.

CLEANING
Cleaning will be carried out in accordance with PHE guidance.
Cleaning staff must ensure the Red Zone has been thoroughly cleaned prior
to the Lockdown Period and must not re-enter during the Lockdown Period.
The MDRO will set out the timings for this.

Once lockdown is activated Club personnel permitted access to the Red Zone
will be required to take responsibility for any spot cleaning and rubbish
removal. Appropriate cleaning equipment and supplies will be provided
within the Red Zone for their use.

If you have any questions please contact the Venue
Operations Officer (Zoe Tyler) on 07387 022424 or
zoe.tyler@bathrugby.com.

